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Abstract: In this study, methods for predicting energy demand on hourly consumption data are established for realizing an energy management system for buildings. The methods consist of an energy prediction algorithm that automatically separates the datasets to partitions (gate) and creates a linear regression model (local expert) for each partition on the heterogeneous mixture modeling, and an extended goal graph that extracts candidates of variables both for data partitioning and for linear regression for the energy prediction algorithm. These methods were implemented as tools and applied to create the energy prediction model on two years’ hourly consumption data for a building. We validated the methods by comparing accuracies with those of different machine learning algorithms applied to the same datasets.
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1. Introduction

There is a growing interest in introducing energy management systems in buildings to reduce greenhouse gas emissions [1]. Improving energy efficiency is often described as “low hanging fruit” for reducing the requisite greenhouse gas emissions [2]. The infrastructure for realizing building energy management systems, e.g., field network, standardized protocol for the systems, is already fixed [3]. Nevertheless, the penetration of the systems is far behind the progress of the infrastructure due to lack of building energy modeling [4], which is a crucial tool for predicting power demand and developing informed decisions for reducing energy in buildings.

There are two general types of models for predicting power demands: “linear” and “non-linear” models. In the respect of accuracy in energy prediction, the model extracted from the “non-linear” techniques, e.g., Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN) [5], and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [6], generally achieves high accuracy. The model extracted from “linear” technique, e.g., Piecewise Liner Regression (PLR) [7], sometimes fails to achieve high enough accuracy, because the “linear” modeling requires explicit domain knowledge about the particular application area for applying. In the building energy modeling, highly interpretable representation becomes also a crucial factor for choosing prediction method [4], because engineers or the energy management system should develop informed decisions for determining an appropriate energy conservation method based on the model. The “linear” model has important advantages over the “non-linear” models in this respect.

We tried to establish methods for predicting power demand on hourly consumption data with the “linear” modeling technique. The methods consist of an energy prediction algorithm that automatically separates the datasets to partitions (gate) and creates a linear regression model (local expert) for each partition on the Heterogeneous Mixture Modeling (HMM) [8–10], and an
Extended Goal Graph (EGG) [11,12] that extracts candidates of variables both for data partitioning and for linear regression in the HMM algorithm. These methods were implemented as tools and applied to create the energy prediction model on two years’ hourly consumption data for a building.

We validated these methods by comparing accuracies with those of different machine learning algorithms applied to the same datasets. The result was that we confirmed that the EGG tool was succeeded in extracting all-inclusive variables for the gates and the experts, and the energy prediction tool on the HMM created the accurate prediction model by choosing appropriate variables from the candidates without the explicit domain knowledge.

2. Overviews of Building Energy Management System and Energy Demand Prediction Methods

Figure 1 depicts the configuration of a demand management system for buildings. In the system, a Building Energy Management System (BEMS) manages facilities (outlets, lightings, and air conditioners) equipped in each building. The facilities’ management data including hourly power consumption for each facility are transmitted from the BEMS to an aggregation server. The aggregation server receives demand requests from a power company in arbitrary timing and creates demand management plans based on the demand time and the demand value included in the above requests from the power company. Thereafter, the aggregation server orders each BEMS to reduce energy consumption based on the plans and the BEMS controls the facilities for satisfying the plans.

The interface protocol between the power company and the aggregation server is standardized as OpenADR protocol [13] and the interface between the BEMS and the facilities is also standardized as BACnet protocol [14]. For controlling facilities in each building, several kinds of facility control systems were already commercialized as facility control subsystems, e.g., HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning) control subsystem, lighting control subsystem, by each facilities’ manufacturer.

The infrastructure for realizing building energy management systems already exists. Nevertheless, the penetration of the systems is far behind the progress of the infrastructure, due to lack of building energy modeling. The building energy modeling is a crucial technique for predicting power demand and developing informed plans for reducing energy consumption without wasteful control actions, which often deteriorate the comfortability and productivity of residents in buildings [15]. Therefore, an accurate and interpretable demand forecasting technique is required for making the demand management plans in the aggregation server so as to reduce wasteful control actions for the facilities equipped in the buildings.
3. Issues and Solutions for Energy Prediction Technique

In recent years, several approaches to establish the energy prediction technique have been considered. As already mentioned in Section 1, these approaches are classified into two groups. One is a group originated from the “linear” regression technique, e.g., multivariate regression [16]. The other is a group that uses a “non-linear” regression technique, e.g., Kernel Machine (KM) [17]. The prediction model extracted from the “non-linear” regression, achieves high predictive performance in comparison with those of “linear” techniques. However, the model from the “non-linear” regression often loses interpretability. The predicted models are utilized as a base for determining control methods of facilities equipped in buildings for reducing energy consumption. Therefore, the model should be easy to be interpreted by engineers and/or the energy management system. The “linear” regression technique has priority compared with the “non-linear” regression technique in this respect.

The partition-wise linear model (PLM) technique [2] was introduced to improve the accuracy in the “linear” regression model. The PLM assigns linear experts to individual partitions on feature space and expresses whole models as patches of local experts. The PLMs have been widely used in many enterprise machine learning problems because it is compact and interpretable representation in terms of both partitions and experts as well as high predictive performance. However, there are two big issues for introducing the PLM into the energy demand prediction in buildings. The first issue is how to extract candidates of variables both for data partitioning (gate) and individual linear regression models (experts) for each gate from huge field data accumulated in the BEMS. The second issue is how to choose appropriate variables for each gate and expert from the candidates without requiring explicit domain knowledge and consuming much processing time.

Support tools to solve the above issues are indispensable for introducing the PLM into the energy demand prediction in buildings. The extended goal graph (EGG) tool helps to extract candidates of variables for the gates and explanatory variables for the experts for each partition from domain experts in building energy management, and the energy prediction (EP) tool on the heterogeneous mixture modeling (HMM) [9,10] realizes to create an accurate prediction model by selecting the most appropriate variables from the candidates extracted in the EGG automatically. The details of these tools are explained in the following sections.

4. Extended Goal Graph (EGG) Tool

The EGG Tool is used to extract candidates of variables for the data partitions and the local experts from the domain engineers’ knowledge. The basic notation methods in the EGG tool are originated from the SysML [18]. The EGG is composed of two planes: a functional structure plane and a data structure plane [12] (Figure 2). The functional structure plane describes the whole structure of the targeted system. In the case of the power demand forecasting in buildings, building facilities like air conditioners (HVAC), lightings, outlets (plug load), are regarded as elements of the functional structure. In each facility, the variables, which affect power consumption for the facility, are enumerated as candidates of variables. For examples, the number of connected devices to the outlet, and operation methods of the device (normally On or Off) are regarded as variables, which affect the power consumption in the outlet. The data structure plane designates data sources and calculation algorithms for providing concrete values to the variables. In the case of the power demand forecasting in buildings, the huge datasets accumulated in BEMS, Security System (SS) and Facility Management System (FMS), are regarded as data sources (Figure 2).

Each data source has datasets, e.g., power consumption at every 30 min in BEMS, the number of passing people of the gate in SS, and average power consumption for each person in FMS. When a variable in the functional structure plane is linked directly to the datasets in the data structure plane, the values to the variable are provided from the datasets in the functional structure plane. When a variable is not obtained directly from the datasets in the data structure plane, the values of the variable are calculated indirectly through a calculation algorithm by combining plural datasets.
For example, “number of person in a room” cannot obtain directly, the values of “number of person in a room” are calculated indirectly from “power consumption at every 30 min” in BEMS, and “average power consumption for each person” in FMS on the ground that the power consumption of outlet is proportional to the number of person in a room (Figure 3). The calculated algorithm is also provided as an element in the data structure plane like the Formula (1):

\[ \text{"Number of Persons"} = \frac{\text{"Power Consumption at every 30 min"}}{\text{"Average power consumption for each person"}} \]  

(1)

The EGG is created through the following steps (Figure 4):

**Step1:** Analyze the functional structure of a targeted system with brainstorming and affinity map [19] among domain engineers (Figure 4 left)

**Step2:** Extract variables to each element in the functional structure plane with brainstorming among domain engineers
Step3: Collect required datasets including the variables (Figure 4 middle)
Step4: Design algorithm for calculating variables indirectly from raw data included in the above datasets
Step5: Draw EGG by using the EGG tool based on the results extracted through Step1–Step4 (Figure 4 right).

Figure 4. EGG creating process with the brain storming and the affinity map.


To forecast power demand by the linear regression model, we need to assume factors to divide datasets into partitions and define explanatory variables for linear regression by utilizing our domain knowledge. As a result, the accuracy of the prediction heavily depends on expertise in building energy management and competence in data analysis. In addition, it is quite difficult to improve the accuracy, because it obliges us to use trial and error approach. If factors and explanatory variables for the datasets are enormous, this trial requires much time to execute.

For solving the above problems, the Energy Prediction (EP) tool on the Heterogeneous Mixture Modeling (HMM), that replaces the experts’ trial and error approaches, is developed. The EP tool separates the datasets to appropriate partitions and assigns linear experts for each partition automatically with the candidates of variables defined in the EGG on the HMM algorithm.

The HMM algorithm executes the following three steps recursively to all the candidates of the factors of partitioning and explanatory variables for individual experts (Figure 5):

Step1: Select optional factor from the candidates of factors and separate datasets into more than one datasets with the selected factor. The factors, which are used to separate the datasets per each day (e.g., Workday/Holiday) are given priority to the factors used to separate the datasets per every time (e.g., outdoor temperature and the number of people). The interdependency of the divided datasets is validated with the Kruskal-Wallis H-test [20].

Step2: Create local experts with candidates of explanatory variables for linear regression and calculate the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE). The correlation among candidates of variables is checked within the divided datasets. The local experts are created with the independent variables through all search, and the expert which achieves most accurate in the MAPE is selected.

\[
MAPE = \frac{1}{n} \sum \frac{|Measured\_Value_i - Predicted\_Value_i|}{Measured\_Value_i} \times 100\% \tag{2}
\]

Step3: Pruning the local experts with the MAPE. Select another factor from the candidates and execute Step1 and Step2. If the MAPE for the current expert is less than the MAPE for the previous expert, the algorithm prunes the gate and the local experts.
The algorithm is executed recursively whenever the MAPE of the current expert is improving than the MAPE of the previous expert (Figure 5). When the increase of MAPE in the current expert is less than a threshold, the algorithm prunes the branch and is applied to another branch (Figure 5). As the results of the repetition, the branches (gates) and the leaves (experts) are growing. The EP tool is implemented with R and provides four major functions shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Function list of the EP tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num.</th>
<th>Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Define appropriate prediction model on the learning data with the candidates of factors and explanation variables obtained in the EGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Visualize hierarchical structure of factors and local experts (Figure 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Predict the energy demand on the testing data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Calculate MAPE in comparison with the predicted value and the measured value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Example of visualization of gates and experts by the EP tool.
6. Estimation on the Field Data

We applied the EGG and EP tools to forecast electric demand in a building on two years' Building Energy Management System data. The overview of the datasets for the estimation is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. BEMS datasets for the estimation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Targeted data</td>
<td>BEMS data for eight stories office building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data period</td>
<td>1 March 2013–31 March 2015 (730 days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data for learning</td>
<td>1 April 2013–31 March 2014 (365 days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data for estimation</td>
<td>31 March 2015 (365 days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variables included in datasets</td>
<td>date + time + power per hour + outdoor temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File format and Size</td>
<td>CSV (about 8 MB)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1. Extract Candidates for Variables by the EGG Tool

The EGG was created by 6 experts in a BEMS manufacturer through the workshop described in Section 4. As a result, whole facilities (10 facilities class and 31 devices), various factors and variables, and 5 data sources and 4 algorithms required for forecasting the power demand in buildings were configured in the EGG (Figure 7). In the experiment, we selected three major facilities (air-conditioners, lights, and outlets) from ten facilities, and chose eight candidates of factors and variables from the EGG (Table 3).

Figure 7. The EGG for building energy prediction.
Table 3. Candidate for variables for forecasting demand in buildings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Candidate of Variable</th>
<th>Source of Datasets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Workday/Holiday</td>
<td>Calculated indirectly with the algorithm on BEMS data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day of week</td>
<td>BEMS data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>BEMS data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elapsed time the from work start time</td>
<td>BEMS data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>BEMS data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of year (cooling/heating/the other)</td>
<td>Calculated indirectly with the algorithm on BEMS data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor temperature</td>
<td>BEMS data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of people in the space</td>
<td>Calculated indirectly with the algorithm on BEMS data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each algorithm was inspected its validity on the datasets before using. For example, the algorithm for “Number of Persons in the space” described in Section 4, was validated by comparing the predicted value by the algorithm with the actual value (Figure 8).

![Figure 8](image)

Residual Mean: 6.6 ± 7.9

6.2. Create Prediction Model by the EP Tool

The EP tool created the energy prediction model from candidates of factors and explanatory variables show in Table 3 automatically and draw the hierarchical structure of factors and local experts. Figure 9 is an example of the prediction model for the outlets of the 5th floor in the building.

![Figure 9](image)
Seven variables, workday/holiday, month, day, time, outdoor temp., the elapsed time from the work start time, time of year, are chosen for forecasting energy demand of outlets in 5th floor in the building by the tool. As the results, the datasets are divided into eleven partitions and the experts (linear regression equations) are obtained respectively for each partition (Figure 9). For example, the power demand at 8:00 a.m. Tuesday in April is forecasted by the following equation:

\[ \text{Demand} = (1.25 \times \text{Month}) + (0.09 \times \text{Day}) + (3.18 \times \text{Time}) + (0.15 \times \text{Time of Year}) + (0 \times \text{Outdoor temp.}) + 8.84 \]  

We can easily interpret the prediction model by comparing the coefficients of each term in the equation. For example, we understand that the contribution of “Time” and “Month” to the power demand is high because the coefficients of these variables are large. As to air-conditioners and lights, eight variables (all candidates shown in Table 3) are chosen by the EP tool, and datasets are divided into twenty-three (Figure 10) and eights partitions (Figure 11) respectively.

Figure 10. The prediction model for air-conditioners by the tool.

Figure 11. The prediction model for lights by the tool.
6.3. Results of the Power Demand Forecasting

The models for each facility assign the local experts to individual partitions on feature spaces. The total demand in the building is expressed as patches of the local experts [21]. Therefore, the total demand $P_{\text{total}}$ is calculated by adding the independent models for each facility as the followings:

$$P_{\text{total}} = P_{\text{air-conditioners}} + P_{\text{lightings}} + P_{\text{outlets}}$$ (4)

Figure 12 is examples of demand forecasting for lights and outlets by the EP tool and Figure 13 shows the results of demand forecasting for air-conditioners in winter and summer days. Figure 14 is the results of $P_{\text{total}}$ calculated by Equation (3).

We confirm that the EP tool forecasts the power demand accurately on the whole. However, we also discover that the results in the winter morning show a little bad from detail observation in Figure 14. As the prediction model constructed by the EP tool is expressed as a sum of linear terms, we can easily specify error factors of the prediction. In this example, the results for air-conditioners in winter morning (Figure 13) are surmised as a major error factor. The BEMS experts interpret that the residents in the building temporally change the setting temperature of air-conditioning because of low-temperature in these days, and suggest that the results of prediction by the EP tool will be improved by adding new variable “Setting Temperature of Air-conditioners” into the candidates of variables [15].

![Figure 12. Results of the prediction for lights and outlets by the EP tool.](image-url)
Figure 13. Results of the prediction for air-conditioners (summer and winter) by the EP tool.

Figure 14. The results of the prediction by the EP tool for 5th floor in summer and winter days.
6.4. Comparing Accuracies with the Other Prediction Method

The proposed methods were evaluated by comparing accuracies (MAPE) by those of the other prediction methods. The algorithms on the Generalized Additive Model (GAM) [22], the Decision Tree (DT) [23] and the Support Vector Machine (SVM) [6] are applied to the same datasets shown in Table 2. The GAM is a popular algorithm on linear regression model [24]. All the explanatory variables selected for the GAM (Outdoor temperature, number of people, the elapsed time from the work start time) are quantitative and the relation among power consumption (objective variable) and the explanatory variables (e.g., outdoor temperature) fits exponential distribution, the GAM was selected. The DT is also a popular algorithm on linear regression model [24]. The DT needs not to specify the explanatory variables and users of the DT were not sure which inputs or variables were most beneficial for predicting the specific target. The SVM is a typical algorithm on non-linear regression model and is expected to achieve high accuracy [2].

The results in Table 4 are normalized by the MAPE for the proposed method. The accuracy of the proposed method is better than the other linear regression method and almost equal to the results of the non-linear regression like SVM (Figure 15). As a result of the experiment, we confirm that the extended goal graph tool is succeeded in extracting useful factors and variables both for the gates and the experts, and the energy prediction tool on heterogeneous mixture modeling results in an accurate prediction model by selecting the most appropriate variables from the above candidates automatically.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Air-Conditioners</th>
<th>Lightings</th>
<th>Outlets</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generalized Additive Model (GAM)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Vector Machine (SVM)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Methods</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15. Results of prediction accuracies for prediction methods.

7. Conclusions

We tried to establish the methods to construct the accurate energy forecast model by introducing the extended goal graph (EGG) and the energy prediction (EP) tool on the heterogeneous mixture modeling (HMM) algorithm. We applied the methods to construct electric power demand models in the building and to estimate the proposed methods with two years’ field data.

The EGG tool was succeeded in extracting useful factors and variables both for the gates and the experts, and the EP tool on HMM algorithm resulted in an accurate prediction model by selecting
the most appropriate variables from the candidates of variables obtained in the EGG automatically. The linear regression model elicited from the tools was easy to interpret and useful to define the control method to reduce the energy consumption in the building.

For the future, we plan to develop a demand management system by utilizing these tools and applying the system to real buildings. In this paper, we apply the methods for deriving the energy prediction model from the two years’ field data. However, we think that these methods, the EGG and the prediction algorithm on the HMM, are widely used to the other applications, which are preferred to create interpretable models from big data. By applying these methods to several applications, we would like to improve the methods and put them into practical use in the near feature.
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